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Dingux-HUGO: PC Engine Emulator for Dingux v1.1.1

Hi All,

For those who haven't seen previous release, Hu-Go is a famous emulator of NEC PC Engine console, running on many
system such as Linux and Windows. (see http://www.zeograd.com/ for details)

Dingux-Hugo is a port on Dingoo/Dingux of my latest PSP version of Hu-Go.

What's new then in this version ? Here is a copy of the change log :

- Fix screen issue (with game using non standard screen geometry such as R-Type)
- Small speed improvements
- Add auto-fire button selection
- Add ISO/HCD support (but audio tracks are not supported)

How to use it ? Everything is in the README.txt file.

Sources are included, and this package is under the GNU public licence v2, read COPYING.txt file for more information
about it.

Work still remain to support audio tracks on cd, fix sound issue and to improve speed.

UPDATE: here is a new version v1.1.2 (with bug fix for few games)

Here is a full working binary version :
dingux-hugo-v1.1.2-bin.zip

And the source code :
dingux-hugo-v1.1.2-src.zip

  Enjoy,

          Zx.

If you want to discuss on this homebrew, you can do it here :
My forum on dcemu network or http://www.gp32x.com/.

 Posted by zx-81 in PC Engine at 21:44
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Thursday, October 22. 2009

Dingux-HUGO: PC Engine Emulator for Dingux v1.1.0

Hi All,

Hu-Go is a famous emulator of NEC PC Engine console, running on many system such as Linux and Windows. (see
http://www.zeograd.com/ for details)

Dingux-Hugo is a port on Dingoo/Dingux of my latest PSP version of Hu-Go.

How to use it ? Everything is in the README.txt file.

Sources are included, and this package is under the GNU public licence v2, read COPYING.txt file for more information
about it.

Many new features have been added compared to original Hu-Go version, have a look to the README for details.

Here is a full working binary version :
dingux-hugo-v1.1.0-bin.zip

And the source code :
dingux-hugo-v1.1.0-src.zip

  Enjoy,

          Zx.

If you want to discuss on this homebrew, you can do it here :
My forum on dcemu network or http://www.gp32x.com/.

 Posted by zx-81 in PC Engine at 22:25
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